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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Purposes of this Addendum
Following the submission of the Pollution Control Study report to NEA on 31 August 2011, several
changes have occurred in the design of the project. Furthermore, NEA has requested some
clarifications with regards to the PCS. Thus, the addendum serves the following purposes:


To address comments received from NEA. Among these comments, there is one which
necessitates the additional investigation on the dispersion of air pollutant during a short period
when power plant will have to run on secondary fuel oil.



To reflect the changes in the design of proposed development. Two major changes occur since
the last submission of the PCS report:
i.

The decision to build a power plant with a reduced capacity of 411 MW, lower than
capacity specified in the PCS report which was given as 530MW. Subsequently the design
height for the stack was revised from 60m to 50m. These changes necessitated a reinvestigation of the dispersion of air pollutants, potentially released during power plant
operations. As expected, the result of the study suggests lower concentration levels of air
pollutants at the ground level.

ii.

The decision to change the configuration of the brine discharge outfall. This change
demands for the re-evaluation of brine discharge under a new configuration. The mixing
zone is now reduced when compared to the results presented in the earlier PCS.



To update on the projected boundary noise levels during the latest design stage and confirmed
list of noise mitigation measures to be implemented, thus justify the need for waiver application
for potential exceedances of ambient noise levels.

Presentation of Changes in Addendum
As changes on appendices are substantial, readers shall note that appendices of this addendum are
completely replaced compared to the respective appendices of the earlier PCS report.
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Major Updates of the Main PCS report
In comparison to the main report of PCS, major updates are briefly explained below.

A. Study on the Dispersion of Air Pollutant
1.

Re-investigation of Air Pollutants for Power Plant running on Natural
Gas.
To reflect the changes in the power plant capacity reduced from 530 MW to 411 MW
and the stack height reduced from 60m to 50m, the addendum presents the results of
the air dispersion modelling for the latest configuration. Findings are summarized in
Chapter 2, Section 2.3.3. Full details are presented in Appendix E.

2.

Additional investigation for Power Plant running on Fuel Oil.
As a response to NEA’s comments, the addendum presents the results of air dispersion
modelling based on scenario that the 411 MW Power Plant runs on Fuel Oil in
emergency situations. Findings are summarized in Chapter 2, Section 2.3.3, with details
in Appendix E.

B. Evaluation of Brine Discharge
To reflect the changes on the configuration of outfall nozzles, Dr. Tan Soon Keat of Nanyang
Technological University re-evaluated the mixing of discharged brine from the reverse osmosis plant.
In brief, changes for the configuration are list below:


Nozzles are directed at 30 and 45 inclined degree angle to the horizontal plane to achieve for
higher mixing efficiency. Previously nozzles were directed horizontally.



Two rings of 12 nozzles each of 175 mm diameter are used. Previously one ring of 12 nozzles of
250 mm diameter was proposed.

Findings of this evaluation are summarized in Chapter 3, Section 3.2.4. Full details are provided in
Appendix D of this addendum.

C. Update of Noise Level and Noise Mitigation Measures
During the late design stage, Hyflux released more accurate projections of the boundary noise levels
based on the advanced design of the power plant. A likelihood of exceedance to night maximum
permissible noise level has been confirmed, thus necessitating the application for a waiver.
A list of updated noise mitigation measures for the operational phase is included in the Addendum.
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Response to NEA Comments of Main PCS Report
No
a.

Comments by NEA

Response

The trade effluent discharge shall not cause Please refer to Chapter 3 of PCS Report.
any adverse impact, including but not limited On brine discharge, please refer to this
to algal bloom problem, on the water quality addendum, section 3.2.4 and Appendix D.
of the receiving seawaters.

b.

c.

Trade effluent discharge via an outfall pipe as Please refer to Chapter 3 of PCS Report.
proposed, shall not pose any visual impact

On brine discharge, please refer to this

with from land or sea in the vicinity.

addendum, section 3.2.4 and Appendix D.

The trade effluent shall comply with the Please refer to Chapter 3 of PCS Report.
allowable

limits

stipulated

in

the Table 3.2-9 on page 38 and Table 3.2-12

Environmental Protection and Management Page 41. On brine discharge, please refer
(Trade Effluent) Regulations except for boron, to this addendum, section 3.2.4 and
iron and TSS.
d.

Appendix D.

We noted earlier confirmation from M/s As chlorine gas is replaced by sodium
Hyflux that sodium hypochlorite will be used hypochlorite for disinfection treatment,
to replace toxic chlorine gas for disinfection No chlorine gas storage tank is required.
treatment, hence QRA is not required for the Please refer to detailed list of changes on
proposed plant.

Hence, please clarify pg 19 page viii.

Tabel 2.1-2 of the report which state storage
tank for chlorine gas.
e.

What would be the backup fuel used for the The proposed power plant runs on natural
proposed power plant and whether any air gas, but will operate with diesel oil in
dispersion modelling has been carried out to emergency situations if natural gas is
establish that the 60m stack height would be unavailable. Based on the revised power
able sufficient for the safe dispersion of the plant
flue gas emission.

configuration,

air

dispersion

modelling is carried out for the two fuel
types. Please refer to Chapter 2, Section
2.3.3. Details can be found at Appendix E.
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Detailed List of Changes for PCS Report

CHAPTER 4

CHAPTER 3

CHAPTER 2

CHAPTER 1

LOCATION OF CHANGES

CHANGES

REMARK

Chapter I, Line 3 of
Para 2, Page 1

Changes from “530” to
“411”

Update of nominal value of power
plant capacity

Chapter I, Section 1.2,
Line 5 of Para 1, Page 2

Changes from “530” to
“411”

Update of nominal value of power
plant capacity

Chapter 2, Section 2.1,
Row 1 of Table 2.1-1,
Page 19

Changes from “60m” to
“50m”

Latest height of the power plant
stack height

Chapter 2, Section 2.1,
Row 2 of Table 2.1-2 ,
Page 19

Deletion of row

Not Applicable, as Chlorine gas will
be replaced by sodium hypochlorite
for disinfection treatment

Chapter 2, Section 2.2,
Table 2.2-1, Page 20

Update the content of
3rd column

Update of emission rate from
530MW to 411 MW for power plant
using Natural Gas

Addition of a 4th column

Inclusion of emission rate for
411MW Power plant using Fuel Oil

Changes from “100,000”
to “100”

Rectification for miscalculation of
concentration from ppb to ug/m3

Changes from “188,000”
to “188”

Rectification for miscalculation of
concentration from ppb to ug/m3

Chapter 2, Section
2.3.3, Page 24 - 28

Update items within
section 2.3.3

Update of the section in accordance
to the latest design of power plant

Chapter 3, Section
3.2.4.1, Page 46 - 57

Update items within
section 3.2.4.1

Update of the section in accordance
to the latest design of outfall diffuser

Chapter 4, Section
4.2.1, Page 69

Addition of two
paragraphs

State the likelihood of exceedance on
night maximum permissible noise
level on the boundary

Chapter 4, Section 4.4,
Page 70

Addition of paragraph
and bullet points

State a list of confirmed noise
mitigation measures to be
implemented for power plant
operation

Chapter 2, Section 2.1,
Column 3 row 1 & 2 of
Table 2.3-2 , Page 22
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Appendix D

Full Replacement of
Appendix D

Result on Evaluation of Brine
Discharge Study based on the latest
design of outfall diffuser

Appendix E

Full Replacement of
Appendix E
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Chapter 1 - INTRODUCTION
To secure Singapore’s future demand of water, the country’s Four National Taps Strategy lists
desalination of seawater as a key strategy. By 2013, 30% of the total water demand will be met by
desalinated water. The proposed 70 MGD TuasSpring desalination plant, developed by Hyflux Ltd as
a DBOO project, will contribute to this objective and to the overall sustainable water supply strategy
for Singapore.
TuasSpring Pte Ltd is a fully owned subsidiary of Hyflux Ltd, a water treatment company with
operations in Singapore, China and Malaysia. It’s wholly owned subsidiary Tuaspring Pte Ltd is
developing the combined 70 MGD RO desalination plant and a 411 MW natural gas power plant at
Tuas South Avenue 3. The desalination plant is to produce potable water from seawater using the
reverse osmosis (RO) process for supply to the Public Utilities Board (PUB). The power plant will,
amongst others, support the operation of the desalination plant by providing electrical power and the
cooling water.

1.1 Purpose of Study
The above mentioned project requires a Pollution Control Study (PCS) as provided under Section 36
of the Environmental Protection and Management Act (EPMA) and approval of the PCS by National
Environmental Agency (NEA) is part of the permitting process. Specifically the PCS will:



Identify sources of emission of air pollutants, discharge of trade effluent, generation of waste
and emission of noise.



Quantify and evaluate the impacts of such pollutive emissions.



Recommend the measures to be incorporated in the design and operation of the plant to
reduce the pollutive emissions to acceptable levels that would not pose nuisance or harm to
the people and to the environment.



Recommend a monitoring program to review the effectiveness of implemented mitigation
measures on regular basis.

To carry out the Pollution Control Study, TuasSpring Pte Ltd has appointed Environmental
Professionals (ENVIRO PRO) as the project’s environmental consultant to conduct the necessary
pollution control study. Enviro Pro assisted in determining the proposed plant’s anticipated pollution
load once operational and describing appropriate pollution abatement technologies such that the
facility is in compliance with stipulated standards for air emissions, trade effluent discharge, noise
emission, waste disposal, etc. Where required, application for a waiver from these standards is
considered.
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The consultant carried out site investigations in 2010 and 2011 to assess the submitted plans in
relation to the site. Computer modelling techniques were used to predict the dilution of discharge
components into the sea and to estimate the dispersion of air pollutants released by the proposed
power plant.
It is important to highlight that PUB has conducted an initial Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA)
of the proposed activities in 2010, with the technical EIA report submitted by PUB’s consultant DHI
International in January 2011. The EIA study had addressed potential environmental impacts primarily
attributed to the increase salinity and temperature of the discharge trade effluent into seawater. At
the outfall diffuser, the salinity is estimated to be at 80% higher than the intake seawater; the
temperature is expected to be higher than the receiving water bodies within the mixing zone, beyond
which ambient condition prevails. Minor disturbances are predicted to happen during construction
phase due to various construction activities in the site, inland and offshore. The study, which uses
Rapid Integrated Assessment Matrix (RIAM) approach, also classifies the impact of proposed activities
as either Slight or No Impact (PUB, 2011).

1.2 Description of the proposed industrial activities of the facility
and site plan showing the layout of the process units and storage
areas
The proposed plant will consist of two components: (i) the desalination of seawater to obtain
potable water and; (ii) generation of power to be used by the desalination plant and supply to the
national electricity grid. The desalination plant is designed to operate for 25 years using reverse
osmosis technology with a warranted capacity of 318,500 m3/d (nominally 70 MGD). The power
plant will generate electric power of approximately 411 MW. Due to site constrains, the likely type
of power plant is a natural gas or a combination of natural gas and fuel oil firing plant. The power
plant is expected to use the seawater as cooling water. Flow characteristics of water in the proposed
desalination facilities are shown on Table 1.2-1.
Table 1.2-1: Desalination Water Flows
Service

Flow rate (MLD)

Remarks

Desalination Plant intake

828

Under maximum design flow (warranted capacity)

Treated water flow

318.5

Warranted treated water capacity from the plant

Brine discharge

509.8

From Siemens Plant Performance
Estimation Program job ID 41104

Source: Hyflux design, 2011
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Chapter 2 - AIR POLLUTION CONTROL
2.1 Sources of air pollution and sources of odour
The proposed industrial development contains of several potential pollution sources, which emit air
pollutants during different operational modes at variable quantities. The main pollutant source will be
the power plant. The identified potential pollution sources are presented in Table 2.1-1.
Table 2.1-1: Identified sources of air pollution
Identified source

Description

Power Plant

The process to generate the electricity power is expected to emit air
pollutants which are to be released through a 50m high stack. The
dispersion of pollutants is investigated in this study; findings are presented
on Section2.3.3, detail of the dispersion model is given in Appendix E.

Back-up generator

The activated backup generator is expected to emit air pollutants. Given its
role as the back-up generator, the operational frequency is difficult to assess
and assumed to be low. Therefore, it was not considered for air dispersion
modelling.

No continuous air emissions are expected from the proposed desalination plant during normal
operations. However, there may be fugitive air emissions in event of accidental leakages from
chemical storage tanks; some of which will introduce a pungent smell. Identified possible sources of
odor are given at Table 2.1-2.
Table 2.1-2: Possible sources of odours and fugitive air emission from proposed plants
Identified
source

Gas

Description

Storage tank

CO2

The leakage of Carbon Dioxide storage tank could introduce fugitive
emission of such greenhouse gas.

Combustion
process

SO2

Sulphur dioxide is a colourless gas, about 2.5 times as heavy as air,
with a suffocating smell, faint sweetish odour. It is a by-product of
combustion process at power plant and generator burning fuel.
Power plant running of natural gas is estimated to have a low SO2
pollutant. Its odour threshold is 2.7 ppm

Combustion
process

H2S

Hydrogen Sulphide is a highly toxic, flammable and colourless gas
associated with pungent smell which resemble those of rotten eggs.
Its odour threshold is approximately at 0.2 ppt.
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It is important to note that the proposed power plant is designed to run on natural gas which is the
cleanest of all fossil fuel, as shown in the data comparison chart of the U.S. Environmental Protection
Agency as of year 2010 at Table 2.1-3.
Table 2.1-3: Fossil Fuel Emission Levels at Pounds per Billion Btu of Energy Input
Pollutant

Natural Gas

Oil

Coal

117,000

164,000

208,000

Carbon Monoxide

40

33

208

Nitrogen Oxides

92

448

457

Sulfur Dioxide

0.6

1,122

2,591

7

84

2,744

0.000

0.007

0.016

Carbon Dioxide

Particulates
Mercury

Source: EIA - Natural Gas Issues and Trends 1998

2.2 Quality, rates and quantities of air emissions
No continuous emission of air pollutant is expected to be generated by the desalination plant, except
for accidental spills from chemical storage tanks as mentioned before. The power plant is estimated
to continuously generating various air pollutants during its operations at the rate shown at Table
2.2-1.
Table 2.2-1: The emission rates of air pollutants for the proposed power plant
No.

Pollutant

Estimated rate of emission
(Natural Gas) in gram per second

Estimated rate of emission
(Fuel Oil – secondary fuel) in gram
per second

1.

NOx

28.0

77.0

2.

CO

56.0

51.0

3.

SO2

0.0

1.45

4.

CO2

38,047

43,670

5.

PM10

2.8

5.4

Source: Hyflux, 2012, Tuaspring_Emissions_Data_Rev_B

In order to minimize air quality impacts of the proposed power plant when it is operating with diesel
oil in emergency situations, diesel with sulphur content not higher than 50ppm (0.005 percent by
weight) is chosen as secondary fuel. The choice of fuel can be deemed a best practice under local
regulations, whereby NEA has defined diesel with sulphur content less than 50ppm as Ultra-LowSulphur-Diesel (ULSD) and made it compulsory fuel for local diesel-driven vehicles after year 2005. In
fact, it is expected that in the unlikely events of diesel fuel burning, sulphur content in fuel will be
10ppm under normal operational conditions.
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2.3 Assessment of the impacts of the air emissions, including
odorous emissions using dispersion modelling or other
acceptable methods
During the course of this study, the design of power plant is still in process, however, it is
understood that the power plant will be running on natural gas or a combination of natural gas and
fuel oil. For the purpose of this study, it is assumed that the power plant will run primarily on natural
gas; the plant will switch to fuel oil as a backup for a short period when shortages of natural gas may
occur.
Air pollution from industrial developments such as the proposed power plant could potentially cause
environmental and human health impacts. Table 2.3-1 below shows some of the potential negative
effects on the human body system, when exposed to high concentrations of air pollutants, usually
associated with power plants and fuel burning industrial facilities.
Table 2.3-1: Summary of potential health impact of air pollutants
Air Pollutant

NOx (as NO2)

Carbon Monoxide
SO2
Carbon Dioxide
Particulate
matter (PM10)

Summary of Potential Health Impact
Asphyxiation, reproductive effects, deep breathing, dizziness,
nausea and unconsciousness.
Reduce oxygen delivery to the body's organs and tissue. Death
could occur at when 40-50% of haemoglobin occupied by CO.
Pulmonary edema, permanent lung injury or death.
Asphyxiation
Cardiovascular and respiratory diseases

The National Environmental Agency (NEA) stipulates two compliance standards for any activity
potentially polluting the air. The air emission, measured at the discharge point of the source (i.e. tip
of stack) shall comply with the NEA emission standard. The ambient air concentrations of pollutants,
measured at or near the locations of sensitive receptors, which are located mostly at ground level,
shall comply with the National Ambient Air Quality Standard (NAAQS) of the U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency (US-EPA). The following Table 2.3-2 presents the upper-threshold limit of the
mentioned standards for each considered pollutant.
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Table 2.3-2: The Limit of Emission Standard (NEA) and Ambient Standard (US-EPA)
Emission

NEA Emission
Standards (gas
power plant)
(mg/Nm3)

NOx (as NO2)

Carbon Monoxide

700

625

SO2

5

Particulate
matter (PM10)
Carbon Dioxide

US National Ambient Air Quality Standard (NAAQS)
Ground Level Concentration
53 ppb

~

100 μg/m3

Annual
(Arithmetic Average)

100 ppb

~

188 μg/m3

1-hour

9 ppm

~

10,000 μg/m3

8-hour

35 ppm

~

40,000 μg/m3

1-hour

0.03 ppm ~

80 μg/m3

Annual
(Arithmetic Average)

0.14 ppm ~

370 μg/m3

24-hour

75 ppb

196 μg/m3

1-hour

150 µg/m3

24-hour

5
N.A.

Averaging Time

~

N.A.

Note:
 The NEA Emission Standard is applicable for power plant built after 2008, as advised by NEA.


The NAAQS at unit of μg/m3 is provided for a clearer comparison with the result of dispersion model. The NAAQS
is available at http://www.epa.gov/air/criteria.html

2.3.1 Existing Ambient Air Conditions at Project Location
The air quality of Singapore, according to the 2009 Annual Report of Environmental Protection
Division (EPD) of National Environmental Agency (NEA), is classified as ‘Good’ as shown by the
summary of the Pollutant Standards Index (PSI) presented at Table 2.3-3. The 2009 data of most
pollutants concerned by this study are well below the NAASQ of USEPA which is adopted by the
NEA. Exception was found on concentration of fine particulate matter (PM2.5), which is 27% higher
than the NAAQS standard.
Based on the fact that the proposed site is located in an industrial zone, for the purpose of this study,
the industrial concentration level of concerned pollutant at 2009, shown at Table 2.3-4, were
retrieved and were used as background ambient air information for the assessment of impacts.
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Table 2.3-3: Summary of Pollutant Standard Index of Singapore

Year

Days

2008
2009

No. of days in which the PSI was
classified as

Percentage

Good
(0-50)

Moderate
(51-100)

Unhealthy
(0-50)

Good
(0-50)

Moderate
(51-100)

Unhealthy
(0-50)

366

353

13

0

96%

4%

0%

365

333

32

0

91%

9%

0%

Source: 2009 Annual Report of EPD of NEA, page 30

Table 2.3-4: Average ambient conditions of concerned pollutants in Singapore industrial area in 2009
Concentration
in microgram per cubic
meter

USEPA
Standard
in microgram per cubic
meter

NO2 (a)

22

100

Annual mean

CO (b)

1700

10,000

2nd max 8 hour mean

SO2 (c)

18

80

Annual mean

PM10 (d)

80

150

2nd max 24 hour mean

Pollutant

Averaging Time
Method

NOTE:
Values are retrieved from 2009 Annual Report of EPD of NEA for selected air quality parameters, and respective
NAAQS with same reference time are shown. Actual NAAQS for comparison of Air Dispersion Modeling results can be
higher or lower due to different reference time.

2.3.2 Methodology for Air Dispersion Study
To estimate the impacts of the air pollutants released by the proposed power plant, an air dispersion
study was conducted as part of this PCS. The dispersion study aims to estimate the concentrations of
five considered air pollutants (NOx, SO2, CO, CO2 and PM10) expected to be released by the power
plant. The dispersion model was carried using the Breeze AERMOD software, a specially designed
software application, which provides a convenient graphical user interface to the latest USEPA
regulatory air dispersion model known as the version 11103 of AERMOD.
Input data for the dispersion model are stated as follows:



The emission rate for each pollutant, the exit velocity and the stack properties were provided
by short-listed vendors for the proposed power plant.



The relevant meteorological datasets were retrieved from Changi Meteorological station.



The receptors locations are defined purposively to cover the area where the peak
concentration can be expected.
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To investigate the trend of dispersion toward the nearest international border with Malaysia, the
profile of concentration for each pollutant was developed. The profile graph is composed from
predicted concentration level at 50 m intervals from stack to up to 1,500 m away along the profile
line. The profile line crosses the international border at approximately 1150 meter away from the
stack, as shown at Figure 2.3-1.

Figure 2.3-1:

Cross-border profile line and points of predicted concentrations.

The results from the model are the predicted concentrations for each parameter, which were then
being compared to the allowable limit of USEPA ambient air quality standards. The results of the
model represent the additional concentrations of air pollutants which are contributed by the
proposed power plant. They do not represent the actual ambient air quality in the vicinity of the
power plant, which is affected by other industrial facilities and their air pollutant emissions. However,
the probability of exceedance at ground level considering background ambient air pollution (based on
NEA air pollution monitoring) was assessed here.
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2.3.3 Findings of Air Dispersion Study
Dispersion of Pollutant
The results of the dispersion model suggest that the additional air pollutants introduced by the
proposed power plant are relatively small. When the maximum predicted GLC is normalized by the
NAAQS value, it is estimated that a maximum of 23.78% and 55.49% of the allowable concentration
limit is added by the power plant running on natural gas and fuel oil respectively (see Table 2.3-5).
Thus, additional air pollutant emissions remain below the NAAQS allowable limits according to the
air dispersion model results.
During the southwest monsoon, the concentrations of air pollutant emissions are higher at the north
due to the prevailing wind conditions; peak concentrations are predicted to occur within the distance
of 500 m to 1,000 m from the stack. During the northeast monsoon, maximum concentrations are
expected to occur south of the stack. During the transitional season, as represented by the month of
May, winds will blow air pollutants towards the Johor Strait.
There are no exceedances expected at the international marine border with Malaysia. Elevated
annual maximum concentrations are expected to occur typically to the south of stack. For Natural
Gas combustion, PM10 was selected as the indicator pollutant as its concentration is closest to the
allowable standard limits. Typical dispersion of concentrations at ground level is shown in the PM10
concentration map presented at Figure 2.3-2 . Dispersion maps for each of the other pollutants are
presented at Appendix E.
For Fuel Oil combustion under emergency situations, NO2 was selected as the indicator pollutant
with the concentration closest to the allowable standard limits, NO2 concentration map at ground
level is presented at Figure 2.3-3.
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Table 2.3-5: Maximum additional ground level concentrations
Air
Pollutant

Averaging
Time

Maximum predicted ground level
concentrations(a)

NAAQS
Allowable Limit
Microgram per
cubic metre
(ug/m3)

microgram per
cubic metre
μg/m3

Normalized by NAAQS
limit (%)(b)

1-hour

44.6974
(104.33)

23.78%
(55.49%)

188

1-hour

89.3948
(69.1019)

0.22%
(0.17%)

40,000

8 -hour

75.5076
(55.1016)

0.76%
(0.55%)

10,000

1-hour

0
(1.96466)

0.00%
(1.00%)

196

24-hour

0
(1.03955)

0.00%
(0.28%)

370

PM10

24-hour

2.59745
(3.87141)

1.73%
(2.58%)

150

CO2

24-hour

35,295
(31308.2)

-

N/A

NO2

CO

SO2

Note:
(a) Values within the bracket are results of simulation for power plant running on secondary fuel (Fuel Oil)
(b) Normalization is not applicable to CO2 as its allowable limit is yet to be regulated.
(c) Maximum ground level concentrations are found at a distance of 400m-700m from stack.
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Estimated ground level concentrations of PM10 with Natural Gas combustion showing typical
dispersion pattern of pollutants at ground during different seasons.
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Estimated ground level concentrations of NO2 with Fuel Oil combustion showing typical
dispersion pattern of pollutants at ground during different seasons.
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Dispersion of pollutant toward the International Border of Singapore-Malaysia
At the nearest border point, the maximum additional concentrations of any investigated air pollutant
is estimated to be less than 14% and 33% of the allowable limit of NAAQS for power plant using
natural gas and fuel oil respectively, as shown in Table 2.3-6. The highest concentrations are
estimated to occur during the transitional season from Northeast monsoon to Southeast monsoon,
within which a fraction of wind will blow toward the border located at approximately 1,150 m west
of the stack, as shown at Figure 2.3-2.
Table 2.3-6: Maximum predicted increase of ground concentrations at border
Maximum predicted increase of
ground concentrations at border(a)
Pollutant

Averaging
Time

NOx

1-hour
1-hour

CO
8-hour
1-hour
SO2
24-hour
PM10

24-hour

CO2

24-hour

Concentration in
microgram per cubic
metre
(μg/m3)
25.89
(60.57)
51.79
(40.12)
24.17
(20.00)
0.00
(1.14)
0.00
(0.23)
0.49
(0.85)
6593.09
(6843.56)

Normalized
concentration by
Allowable limit(b)
13.77%
(32.22%)
0.13%
(0.10%)
0.24%
(0.20%)
0.00%
(0.58%)
0.00%
(0.06%)
0.32%
(0.56%)

NAAQS US-EPA
Allowable Limit
Microgram per
cubic metre
(μg/m3)
188
40,000
10,000
196
370
150
N/A

Note:
(a) Values within the bracket are results of simulation for power plant running on secondary fuel (Fuel Oil)
(b) Normalization is not applicable to CO2 as its allowable limit is yet to be regulated.

Regardless of pollutant type, the concentration profiles suggest that the highest concentrations occur
at some distance, approximately between 400m to 700m away from the stack. Approaching the
border and beyond, the pollutant concentrations are declining. The graph showing the trend for
PM10 under Natural Gas combustion is presented at Figure 2.3-4. The graph showing the trend for
NO2 under Fuel Oil combustion is presented at Figure 2.3-5 . Graphs for other pollutants can be
found at Appendix E.
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Figure 2.3-4:

Figure 2.3-5
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Spatial profile of additional PM10 concentration at ground level towards the border

Spatial profile of additional NO2 concentration at ground level towards the border
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Estimation of Probability of Air Pollution Exceedances at Ground Level
The assessment of the probability of exceedances was done using the values normalized by the upper
limit of NAAQS, which results in a set of comparable values for each pollutant. The normalized
values of background conditions were derived from NEA’s monitoring data of 2009 and are
considered as baseline of background pollution near the study area. As shown at Table 2.3-7, the
highest normalized annual total concentration is expected to be lower than 56% and 78% for power
plant running on natural gas and fuel oil respectively. Based on this assessment, the likelihood of
exceedances of pollutants at ground level is reasonably low.
Table 2.3-7: Estimation of Normalized Total Ground Level Concentration
Ambient Concentration(a)
Pollutant

NO2

CO
SO2
PM10

Normalized
Additional
Ground
Concentration(d)

Normalized
Total
Ground
Concentration(e)

Value(a)
microgram
per litre

Annual Mean
NAAQS(b)
microgram
per litre

22

100

22.00%

23.78%
(55.49%)

45.78%
(77.49%)

1700

10000

17.00%

0.76%
(0.55%)

17.76%
(17.55%)

18

80

22.50%

0.00%
(1.00%)

22.50%
(23.50%)

80

150

53.33%

1.73%
(2.58%)

55.06%
(55.91%)

Normalized
value (c)

Note:
(a) the ambient concentration value are based on 2009 Annual Report of EPD-NEA. See Table 2.3-4
(b) only annual mean NAAQS are shown corresponding to available ambient pollutant values
(c) normalization was done by division of concentration value by NAAQS limit. Normalized value above100% indicates
an exceedance of the respected threshold.
(d) see Table 2.3-5
(e) sum of normalized ground concentration (d) and normalized ambient concentration (c)

Limitation of the Air Dispersion Study
It is important to note that the dispersion study did not consider the scenario of future development
of at the vicinity of the power plant stack. Future buildings near to the site with height of 25 m or
higher, - approximately half of stack height -, will potentially introduce diversion of near ground
winds and hence affect the distribution of ground level concentration of air pollutants. Further details
of the model which include model setup, location of receptors and detailed results are provided at
Appendix E.
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Chapter 3 - WATER POLLUTION
3.2.4

Potential impact during operational stage

At operational stage various impacts to the receiving watercourse were identified and summarized in
the followings.
3.2.4.1 Impact of Increased Salinity
RO concentrates are often denser then seawater of natural salinities, hence, plumes tend to extend
further along the seafloor than at the surface. Therefore, macro-benthic organisms tend to be at
greater risk of exposure to RO concentrate discharges as compared to pelagic and planktonic
organism. Sedentary organism living on or in the seafloor in proximity to outfall diffuser, which are
unable to move from the impact zone and are intolerant to high salinity, will be likely more affected.
In addition, potential seawater quality impacts within a mixing zone from the outfall discharge point
need to be considered. Depending on the design of the outfall, bathymetry at the outfall discharge
point and marine ambient conditions (i.e currents and tides), the RO concentrate could lead to
visible seawater quality impacts, which may extend to or beyond the marine border with Malaysia.
A quantitative assessment of the potential seawater quality impacts by the brine discharge / RO
concentrate from the proposed TuasSpring desalination plant was conducted. The proposed
desalination plant makes use of the RO process for water treatment. Seawater is drawn in from the
coastal intake and discharge at a higher reject concentration. As a result, the salinity-values of the
source and discharge seawater are as follows:
TDS (Salinity

Water temperature

Source (ambient) seawater

29.5 ppt

29.0 deg C

Discharge seawater

54.6 ppt

35.0 deg C *

* Caused by elevated temperature power plant cooling water as source water to desalination plant

A power plant will be built on site to provide power as well as warmer seawater to the desalination
plant, either as source water or as dilution water in the reject stream. For evaluation purposes, focus
was on the outfall discharge of the RO plant, including the scenarios when the desalination is
operated at 10% and 100% capacity, and with and without using the cooling water from the power
plant. There are 4 scenarios as summarised in Table 2.3-1.
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Table 2.3-1: Test scenarios of outfall discharge (TDS and Temperature)
Scenario

Discharge rate
(MLD)

Total Dissolved
Solids (ppt)

Temperature
(deg C)

1

54.0

54.6

35.0

2

509.8

54.6

35.0

3

54.0

54.6

29.0 (ambient)

4

509.8

54.6

29.0 (ambient)

The design for the offshore outfall discharge is shown in the schematic sketch in Figure 2.3-1 and
Figure 2.3-2. The outfall pipe conveys the discharge from the plant to the outfall diffuser, and
terminated approximately 120 m away from the shore as shown in Figure 2.3-1. The diffuser nozzles
are located at the top cap and are set at 90.259 MRL, corresponding to -8.105 below Chart Datum.
There are two rings of 12 nozzles directed radially outward at 30 and 45 degree inclination to the
horizontal plane, issuing at 10 m/s at the nozzle (175 mm diameter). The nozzles are about 1 m
above the seabed.

Figure 2.3-1:

A schematic sketch of the outfall pipe.
(Source: Hyflux, 2011)
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Design drawing of the outfall diffuser with discharge nozzles arranged in two rings of 12
nozzles (175 mm diameter), equally spaced and directed at 30 and 45 degree inclination to
the horizontal plane
(Source: Hyflux, 2011)
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Seabed Contour
The seabed bathymetry nearer the shore (within ~150 m) is generally straight and parallel to the
shoreline. However, the vertical gradient is generally steep reaching –8 m within 100 m from the
shore.
As the brine discharge is a negatively buoyant, i.e. the discharge stream is denser than the receiving
water, the plume issued from the discharge outlet would sink to the bed and be carried by the
momentum of the discharge into the deeper water, following the sloping terrain, and away from the
shoreline. The plume mixes with the receiving water and is diluted in the process. In the case where
the discharge water temperature is elevated at 35 deg C, the discharge plume is approximately
neutrally buoyant. In any case, the design of the diffuser is to create turbulent mixing (by the jet
impinging in the ambient water), whereby the discharged plume is diluted to close to ambient
seawater salinity within a certain distance from the diffuser.
While the interpretation is generally correct, the discharging flow actually sets up entrained flow
along its trajectory. Figure 2.3-3 shows a diagrammatic representation of the core flow and the
entrained flow. Therefore, while the core of the plume exhibits the highest TDS (saline)
concentration, part of the saline content is also being spread radially from the core.

Depending on its distance from the core flow, the salinity could be elevated. It follows that there is
an optimum distance from the outlet location beyond which the plume’s influence is insignificant.

Core
flow

Plan view
Figure 2.3-3:

Elevation

A diagrammatic representation of the core flow and the secondary flow
as a result of flow entrainment in the receiving water body.
(Source: Dr. Tan Soon Keat, 2011)

In the case of the neutrally buoyant plume, the trajectory will be one of horizontal distribution. It is
to be noted that the above general assessment is based on still receiving water body such as an inland
lake or an enclosed basin. The effect of tide and current/wave would modify the picture.
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The design for outfall discharge shown in the original drawings is a vertical-diffuser or vertical riser at
the end of the transport pipe and two rings of 12 nozzles directed radially outward at 30 and 45
degree inclination to the horizontal plane, issuing jet of brine at 10 m/s.
In general, the longer the plume trajectory is designed, the better the initial mixing with the ambient
seawater. Better initial mixing will reduce the salinity build-up near the discharge area and the return
point, where the plume sinks back to the seafloor. Longer plume trajectories from the discharge
ports can be designed through an inclined angle of the discharge nozzles. Research has shown that
60 degrees inclined dense jets for brine discharge from desalination plants achieve a maximum mixing
efficiency. However, the terminal rise may be relatively high and thus not suitable for disposal in
shallow coastal waters without the risk if the discharge plume rising to the surface. For this reason
and the purpose of this assessment, the 30 and 45 degree inclination were selected.

Figure 2.3-4:

The trajectory at an inclined 60 degree angle with a terminal rise height (Zt) and return
point (Xr). Zo indicates the height of the height of the discharge point above seafloor level.
The shades in the plume are indicative of the brine dilution.
(Source: Shao and Law, 2010.)

Simulation study – near field mixing of TDS and thermal plume
Of the 4 scenarios, Scenarios 1 and 2 are less critical (10% capacity) as the mass of salinity (TDS) are
much lower when the plant is operating at full capacity, Scenarios 2 and 4. The near field evaluation is
carried out for Scenarios 2 and 4 first. If under these scenarios and the entrainment mixing near field
could produce satisfactory dilution, then scenarios 1 and 3, being of lower TDS mass discharge,
satisfactory dilution will also be achieved within the distance stipulated. The near field
entrainment/mixing (in quiescent water) assessment is performed using CORMIX. The results of
analysis for Scenarios 2 and 4, as well as the distribution of the thermal plume at near field (mixing) in
quiescent water are presented below.
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Scenario 2: TDS of 54.6 ppt at 35 deg C, Q = 509.8 MLD
Figure 2.3-5 shows the dilution profile of the salinity (TDS) for Scenario 2. The ordinate (vertical
axis) shows the TDS expressed in part per thousand (ppt). The minimum TDS, based on minimum
dilution, refers to the minimum dilution or largest ppt at the cross-section (distance from the
nozzle).
It can be seen from Figure 2.3-5 that the dilution is rapid immediately after the flow leaves the nozzle,
reducing to a minimum dilution to about 30.3 ppt (about 19 times dilution or 5% reduction in TDS
concentration) within 10m from the nozzle. Mixing dilution reaches lower than 30 ppt at about 20 m
from the nozzle. TDS plume could be viewed as completely mixed and diluted to ambient condition
within 10 m from the nozzle in terms of average dilution, while for minimum dilution state it is
completely mixed and diluted to ambient condition within 20 m from the nozzle. It is also noted that
the plume would have re-attached the seabed about 10 m from the nozzle.
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The dilution profile (minimum and averageTDS concentration) – Scenario 2.
(Source: Dr. Tan Soon Keat, 2011)

Note:
Minimum TDS stands for TDS concentration in the mixing zone, where least/minimum mixing occurs due to lower
velocities.
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Scenario 4: TDS of 54.6 ppt at 29 deg C, Q=509.8 MLD
It is noted that the elevated temperature in Scenario 2 is not large, and the effect of buoyancy within
the mixing zone with an exit speed of 10 m/s is relatively minor. This is shown by the result in for
Figure 2.3-6. For all intent and purposes, Figure 2.3-5 and Figure 2.3-6 could be considered identical.

Figure 2.3-6:

The dilution profile (minimum and average TDS concentration) – Scenario 4.
(Source: Dr. Tan Soon Keat)

Note:
Minimum TDS stands for TDS concentration in the mixing zone, where least/minimum mixing occurs due to lower
velocities.
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Thermal Plume – discharge of 509.8 MLD and temperature of 35 deg C
Figure 2.3-7 shows the temperature distribution over longitudinal distance from the nozzle. It can be
seen that the temperature of the plume decreases rapidly, dropping to within 0.2 deg C above
ambient temperature within 5m (average temperature). The temperature drops to less than 0.1 deg
C above ambient within ~20 m from the nozzle in terms of average dilution.

Figure 2.3-7:

The dilution profile (minimum and average temperature) – Q = 509.8 MLD at 35.0 deg C.
(Source: Dr. Tan Soon Keat, 2011)

Note:
Minimum Temperature stands for temperature in the mixing zone, where least/minimum mixing occurs due to lower
velocities.
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The near field mixing assessment shows that the salinity/TDS concentrations and temperature
plumes will be diluted to close to ambient condition within 20 m from the nozzle based on the
current revised outfall configuration design.
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Dispersion of TDS and thermal plume
Although it has been shown that the TDS and thermal plume could be diluted to close to ambient
condition within 20 m from the nozzle, in quiescent water, it is of interest to evaluate the worst
cases of non-mixing scenario at source, and the plume is advected and dispersed by the tidal
currents. The simulation is performed using DELFT-3D.
Scenario 2: TDS of 54.6 ppt at 35.0 deg C, Q = 509.8 MLD
Figure 2.3-8 shows the TDS distribution corresponding to Scenario 2 over a typical tidal cycle (at 2
hours interval). The ambient TDS is 29.5 ppt. It can be seen that the plume adheres to the shore and
the TDS envelope of (29.5 + 0.1 ppt) lies well within the Singapore waters.

Figure 2.3-8:

Distribution of TDS plume in West Johore Strait over 1 tidal cycle (12 hours), at 2-hour
interval – Scenario 2.
(Source: Dr. Tan Soon Keat, 2011)
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Scenario 4: TDS of 54.6 ppt at 29 deg C, Q = 509.8 MLD
Figure 2.3-9 shows the TDS distribution corresponding to Scenario 4 over a typical tidal cycle (at 2
hours interval). The ambient TDS is 29.5 ppt. It can be seen that the plume adheres to the shore and
the TDS envelope of (29.5 + 0.1 ppt) lies well within the Singapore waters.
It can be seen that the results are consistent with that of scenario 2 and that the effect of
temperature is insignificant in this case.

Figure 2.3-9:

Distribution of TDS plume in West Johor Strait over 1 tidal cycle (12 hours),
at 2-hour interval – Scenario 4.
(Source: Dr. Tan Soon Keat, 2011)
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Thermal Plume – discharge of 509.8 MLD and temperature of 35 deg C
Figure 2.3-10 shows the temperature distribution at the shore of the project area. The ambient
temperature is taken as 29 deg C. It can be seen that the thermal plume adheres to the shore,
dropping to within 0.1 deg C within a short distance from the shore and well within the international
boundary.

Figure 2.3-10:

Distribution of thermal plume in West Johore Strait over 1 tidal cycle (12 hours), at 2-hour
interval. The discharge rate is 509.8 MLD.
Source: Dr. Tan Soon Keat, 2011
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Overall, the findings of the far-field simulation are consistent with the findings of the near-field
mixing. The plumes’ TDS diffuse and disperse to marginally higher levels than the ambient seawater
within a short distance (~20m) from the discharge and has minor to negligible impact on the marine
environment and none the international boundary. The following summary statements are made:



The intensity of mixing with the discharge port/nozzle (175 mm diameter) issuing the jets at
10 m/s produced rapid mixing and dilution of the TDS and temperature.



Within ~20 m of the nozzle, the concentration and temperature of the plume has been diluted
/ reduced to close to ambient conditions.



The TDS and thermal plume, at full discharge (509 MLD, 54.6 ppt of TDS, and warmer
temperature of 35.0 deg C) do not appear to cause significant changes to the TDS
concentration and temperature at the international boundary.



Neighbouring intake, if any, will not be affected as long as the structure is located more than
~20 m away from the outfall diffuser.
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Chapter 4 - NOISE POLLUTION

Figure 2.3-11:

Location of noise measurements at Tuas area

4.2.1 Estimates of noise levels emitted during construction
The noise emitted during construction work on land will be mainly from the pile driver, loader and
trucks. The estimated noise level 15 meter from source is estimated to be in the range of 85dBA to
101dBA (refer to Appendix H) The implementation of noise control measures, explained in section
4.4, will mitigate the risk of noise pollution.
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The vibration emitted during construction work on land will be mainly from the same sources as
mentioned above. The proposed site is an industrial area with no presence of fragile buildings or
hospitals or clinics. The construction period is expected to be 24 months. It is expected that there is
no prolonged disturbance or damage from construction vibration.

No impacts are predicted at any aquaculture facility or any seagrass, coral or mangrove habitat due
to the small scale of the marine component by noise and vibration during dredging and vessel
movement.
Reference to the noise level at desalination plant was obtained through measurement of noise at
boundary of a similar operational plant, the SingSpring desalination plant, which is located at north to
the proposed site as shown at Figure 2.3-12. Based on field observation, two points (N6 and N8)
were considered representative as the main source of noise is the process from within the plant. N6
was located at southern perimeter of the plant; N8 was located at northern perimeter. Of the two
representative measurement points, noise at N8 point is the highest, yet it is still below the fiveminute allowable continuous limit of noise level stipulated by NEA.

Figure 2.3-12:

Noise level at the perimeter of SingSpring Desalination Plant.

NOTE: The allowable noise level used as reference is equivalent continuous noise level over five minutes.
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The measurement was conducted at day time for about 15 minutes at frequency of 1 reading per
second.
Being closer to the main road, point N7 deemed inappropriate for the purpose of reference, as
higher value of recorded noises at this point was primarily attributed to moving heavy vehicles.
Summary at Figure 2.3-11 suggest that existing plant emits less noise to pedestrian as compare to
those traffic during the day.
Table 2.3-2: Summary of ambient noise at Singspring perimeter
Point

Time of measurement

N6*

13:11:23

-

N7

13:58:00

N8

14:22:34

Noise Level, dBA
Min

Max

Mean

Stdev

13:29:57

44.8

63.7

47.67

2.04

-

14:17:57

57.3

92.7

68.107

4.503

-

14:40:14

51.5

66.9

54.535

1.705

Source: Enviro Pro, Analysis of noise data.
NOTE: *with noises attributed to the passing by fighter plane removed

Noise emitted from the desalination plant’s back-up generator is estimated to be 1.5 dBA. However,
as this is a back-up generator, no noise will be emitted from the generator during routine operation.
Additional reference with regards to the noise levels at the proposed power plant was obtained
through the measurement of ambient noise at the boundary of similar power plant’s configuration,
which is the Senoko power plant (See Figure 2.3-13). Four data points were obtained; Points S1 and
S2 were collected at the south and southwest portion of the site while points S3 and S4 were
located at the southeast and eastern perimeter of the plant. Based from the four representative
measurement points, noise collected at S4 yields the highest reading and still remains below the
allowable limit stipulated by NEA (see Figure 2.3-14).
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Location of noise measurements at Senoko Power Plant Area
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Representative noise level data collected at the perimeter of Senoko Power Plant

NOTE: The allowable noise level used as reference is equivalent continuous noise level over five minutes.

The measurement was conducted at day time and operation’s peak load for about 15 minutes at a
frequency of 1 reading per second. Be noted that noises attributed to the passing by vehicle
removed.
The noise data from S4 were collected from 11:03:13 to 11:18:12, whereby, the power plant was
operating at peak load. It is noted that the noise level readings ranged from 57.4dBA to 67.1dBA,
which was collected from a distance of approximately 70 meters east of the power station’s main
building. Generally, the readings showed allowable limit per noise regulations for industrial standards
in Singapore. Other noise generating sources were also noted, which were primarily from the nearby
metal welding factory and passing vehicles.

If the configuration of Senoko power plant is to be adapted by the proposed natural gas power plant
in Tuas, it is potential the the generated noise emissions will also be below the allowable limit. The
summary shown in Table 2.3-3 suggests that the existing power plant emits noise in compliance with
the limit per noise regulations for industrial standards.
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Table 2.3-3: Summary of Ambient Noise at Senoko Perimeter
Point

Time of measurement

S1*

12:51:11

-

S2

12:27:49

S3
S4*

Noise Level, dBA
Min

Max

Mean

Stdev

12:06:10

44.4

58.7

47.479

1.806

-

12:42:48

46.4

56.5

48.330

0.904

11:39:44

-

11:58:43

52.2

62.7

54.444

1.479

11:03:13

-

11:18:12

57.4

67.1

59.479

1.397

Source: Enviro Pro, Analysis of noise data.
Note : * removed noises attributed to the passing by vehicle.

All noise levels stated in this section are closest estimations measured from industrial plants of
similar nature, thus are not fully accurate descriptions of the proposed desalination plant and power
plant. Because noise levels are highly dependent on the design configurations and processes of the
plants, accuracy of the noise levels generated from the proposed development can be further
improved during the detailed design stage.
Due to the fact that the proposed desalination plant and power plant will be in continuous operation
mode on 24-hour basis, there is a possibility that night maximum five-minute permissible noise level
of 65 dBA can be exceeded at certain locations on the site perimeter closer to the noise generating
processes. Thus, a waiver for boundary noise requirement between 11pm to 7am was submitted to
the authorities, which was attached in Appendix I.

4.3 Impacts of the noise emissions i.e. the noise levels at the
receptors surrounding the plant especially residential housing
The nearest sensitive receptors with regard to noise are the SingSpring Desalination Plant and the
Tuas South Incinerator Plant, which are sited, in close proximity to the proposed plant. The
proposed plant is not expected to impact upon these nearby facilities in terms of noise pollution.
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4.4 Measures to control noise pollution and ensure compliance with
noise emission standards and requirements in the Code of
Practice on Pollution Control
As the proposed area is an industrial area, there is no residential sensitive receiver nearby. However
measures to control noise emission should be taken and ensure compliance with the standard.
Avoid use of an impact pile driver where possible in noise-sensitive areas. Drilled piles or the use of a
sonic or vibratory pile driver are quieter alternatives where the geological conditions permit their
use. As it is an industrial area, re-route of truck traffic is unnecessary.
Enclosures of noise-generating equipment e.g. pumps, blowers and back-up generator are
implemented as a measure to control noise generated from the proposed plant to meet the
requirements as set in the Code of Practice on Pollution Control. It is anticipated that when properly
placed noise barrier will provide noise control in the 10 to 15 dBA range.
During the operation phase, several mitigation measures will be taken by Hyflux to minimize noise
impacts on the site perimeter:
 For the proposed power plant, state of the art low noise reduction designs are implemented
by the contractor Siemens Pte Ltd and Siemens AG.
 For main equipment such as gas turbine, steam turbine and generator, noise enclosures and
acoustic panels are installed to minimize the noise generation.
 Absorption silencers will be employed for flue gas ducts to the HRSG and ventilation systems.
 Noise enclosures will be installed for externally arranged systems such as pumps.
 The occurrences for noise limit exceedance will be minimized, because the operating scenario
at night is expected to be <60% due to Singapore load pattern.
 The proposed power plant is located in an industrial area with no residential premises in the
vicinity. Furthermore, the immediate neighbouring premises also engage in similar activities.
Therefore, the noise impact to the surrounding is expected to be minimal.
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The boundary noise requirements set in the Code of Practice on Pollution Control are given in Table
2.3-4 below.
Table 2.3-4: Boundary Noise Requirements
Maximum permitted noise level in decibels (dBA)
Type of Premises

Day
7 am – 7 pm

Evening
7 pm – 11 pm

Night
11 pm – 7 pm

Factory Premises

75

70

65

Source: NEA 2004

Equipment inspection and noise measurements are to be carried out by the manufacturer’s
workshop and after installation on site to ensure that the noise emission limits stipulated in
regulation are met.
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APPENDIX D - NEAR-FIELD AND FAR-FIELD MODELLING STUDIES
Source: Dr Tan Soon Keat, November 2011

Summary
1. The proposed Tuas 2 desalination plant makes use of the RO process. Seawater is drawn in from
the coastal intake and discharge at a higher reject concentration. As a result, the salinity-values
of the source and discharge seawater are as follows:
TDS (Salinity)

Water temperature

Source (ambient)
seawater

29.5 ppt

29.0 deg C

Discharge seawater

54.6 ppt

35.0 deg C

2. Near field and far-field simulation study has been carried out to assessment the performance of
the diffuser design in immediate mixing and dilution, and further field transport due to advection
and dispersion. The study is performed using CORMIX and DELFT-3D
3. The following scenarios are considered:
Scenario
1

Discharge rate
(MLD)
54.0

Total Dissolved
Solids (ppt)
54.6

Temperature
(deg C)
35.0

2

509.8

54.6

35.0

3

54.0

54.6

29.0 (ambient)

4

509.8

54.6

29.0 (ambient)

The cases of full-capacity operation, i.e. at a discharge rate of 509.8 MLD are studied. These are
Scenarios 2 and 4.
4. The findings of the study show that the intensity of mixing with the discharge port/nozzle (175
mm diameter) issuing the jets at 10 m/s produce rapid mixing and dilution of the TDS and
temperature.
5. Within 10 m of the nozzle, the concentration and temperature and TDS of the plume has been
diluted / reduced to close to ambient conditions.
6. The TDS and thermal plume, at full discharge (508 MLD, 54.6 ppt of TDS, and warmer
temperature of 35.0 deg C) do not appear to cause significant changes to the TDS concentration
and temperature at the international boundary.
7. Neighbouring intake, if any will not be affected as long as the structure is located more than 20 m
away from the outfall diffuser.
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EVALUATION OF THE BRINE DISCHARGE FROM THE PROPOSED
2nd TUAS DESALINATION PLANT.
Dr Tan Soon Keat, November 2011

1. Introduction
The proposed Tuas 2 desalination plant makes use of the RO process. Seawater is drawn in from the
coastal intake and discharge at a higher reject concentration. As a result, the salinity-values of the
source and discharge seawater are as follows:

TDS (Salinity)

Water temperature

Source (ambient) seawater

29.5 ppt

29.0 deg C

Discharge seawater

54.6 ppt

35.0 deg C

According to the plan, a power plant will be built on site to provide power as well as warmer
seawater to the desalination plant, either as source water or as dilution water in the reject stream. In
this study, the investigator focus on the outfall discharge including the scenarios when the
desalination is operated at 10% and 100% capacity, and with and without using the cooling water
from the power plant. There are 4 scenarios as summarised in Table D- 1.
Table D- 1. Test scenarios of outfall discharge (TDS and Temperature)
Scenario

Discharge rate
(MLD)

Total Dissolved
Solids (ppt)

Temperature
(deg C)

1

54.0

54.6

35.0

2

509.8

54.6

35.0

3

54.0

54.6

29.0 (ambient)

4

509.8

54.6

29.0 (ambient)

This evaluation/assessment deals with the offshore outfall discharge, with the design as shown in the
schematic sketch, see Figure D-1 and Figure D-2. The outfall pipe conveys the discharge from the
plant to the outfall diffuser, see Figure D-1, and terminated approximately 120 m away from the
shore as shown in Figure D-2, where the elevation of the nozzles are located at the top cap and are
set at 90.259 MRL, corresponding to -8.105 below Chart Datum. There are 2 rings of12 nozzles
directed radially and horizontally outwards, issuing at 10 m/s at the nozzle (175 mm diameter). The
nozzles are about 1 m above the seabed.
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Figure D-1. A schematic sketch of the outfall pipe.
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Figure D-2.A Design drawing of the outfall diffuser with discharge nozzles arranged in 2 rings of 12
nozzles (175 mm diameter), equally spaced and directed at 30 and 45 degree inclination to the
horizontal plane.
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2. Seabed Contour
The seabed bathymetry nearer the shore (within ~150 m) is generally straight and parallel to the
shoreline. However, the vertical gradient is generally steep reaching –8 m within 100 m from the
shore.
3. General Assessment
As the brine discharge is a negatively buoyant discharge, i.e. the discharge stream is denser than the
receiving water, it is natural that the plume issued from the discharge outlet would sink to the bed
and carried by the momentum of the discharge into the deeper water, following the sloping terrain,
and away from the shoreline. The plume mixes with the receiving water and is diluted in the process.
In the case where the discharge water temperature is elevated at 35.0 deg C, the discharge plume is
approximately neutrally buoyant. In any case, the design of the diffuser is to create turbulent mixing
(by the jet impinging in the ambient water), whereby the discharge plume is diluted to close to
ambient seawater TDS within a certain distance from the diffuser.

While the interpretation is generally correct, the discharging flow actually sets up entrained flow
along its trajectory.
Figure D-3 shows a diagrammatic representation of the core flow and the entrained flow. Therefore,
while the core of the plume exhibits the highest TDS (saline) concentration, part of the saline
content is also being spread radially from the core.

Depending on its distance from the core flow, the salinity could be elevated. It follows that there is
an optimum distance from the outlet location beyond which the plume’s influence is insignificant.

Figure D-3. A diagrammatic representation of the core flow and the secondary flow as a result of
flow entrainment in the receiving water body.
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In the case of the neutrally buoyant plume, the trajectory will be one of horizontal distribution. It is
to be noted that the above general assessment is based on still receiving water body such as an inland
lake or an enclosed basin. The effect of tide and current/wave would modify the picture. These issues
are deliberated in the later sections of this assessment report.

4. Outfall Discharge

The design for outfall discharge shown in the original drawings is a vertical-diffuser or vertical riser at
the end of the transport pipe and 2 rings of 12 horizontal discharge ports/nozzles at the top cap,
issuing the discharge radially and at inclined angle at 10 m/s at the nozzle, see Figure D-2. The nozzle
is approximately 1 m above seabed and set at -8.105 below the Chart Datum.

In general, the longer the plume trajectory, the higher the initial mixing with the ambient water can
be achieved. Better initial mixing will reduce the salinity build-up near the discharge area.

5. Simulation study – near field mixing of TDS and thermal plume
Of the 4 scenarios, Scenarios 1 and 2 are less critical (10% capacity) as the mass of TDS are much
lower when the plant is operating at full capacity, Scenarios 2 and 4. The near field evaluation is
carried out for Scenarios 2 and 4 first. If under these scenarios and the entrainment mixing near field
could produce satisfactory dilution, then scenarios 1 and 3, being of lower TDS mass discharge,
satisfactory dilution will also be achieved within the distance stipulated.
The near field entrainment/mixing (in quiescent water) assessment is performed using CORMIX. The
results of analysis for Scenarios 2 and 4, as well as the distribution of the thermal plume at near field
(mixing) in quiescent water.
Scenario 2: TDS of 54.6 ppt at 35.0 deg C, Q = 509.8 MLD
Figure D-4 shows the dilution profile of the TDS for Scenario 2. The ordinate (vertical axis) shows
the TDS expressed in part per thousand (ppt). The minimum TDS, based on minimum dilution, refers
to the minimum dilution or largest ppt at the cross-section (distance from the nozzle).
It can be seen from Figure D-4 that the dilution is rapid immediately after the flow leaves the nozzle,
reducing to a minimum dilution to about 30.3 ppt (~19 times dilution or 5% reduction in TDS
concentration) within 10m from the nozzle. Mixing dilution reaches lower than 30 ppt at about 20 m
from the nozzle.
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In terms of average dilution, the TDS plume could be viewed as completely mixed and diluted to
ambient condition within 10 m from the nozzle.
It is also noted that the plume would have touched the seabed about 10 m from the nozzle.

Figure D-4. The dilution profile (minimum and averageTDS concentration) – Scenario 2
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Scenario 4: TDS of 54.6 ppt at 29 deg C, Q=509.8 MLD
It is noted that the elevated temperature in Scenario 2 is not large, and the effect of buoyancy within
the mixing zone with an exit speed of 10 m/s is relatively minor. This is borne out by the result of
the analysis as shown in Figure D-5. For all intent and purposes, Figure D-4 and Figure D-5 could be
considered identical.

Figure D-5. The dilution profile (minimum and average TDS concentration) – Scenario 4
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Thermal Plume – discharge of 509.8 MLD and temperature of 35.0 deg C
Figure D-6 shows the temperature distribution over longitudinal distance from the nozzle. It can be
seen that the temperature of the plume decreases rapidly, dropping to within 0.2 deg C above
ambient within 5m (minimum temperature). The temperature drops to less than 0.1 deg C above
ambient within ~20 m from the nozzle.

Figure D-6. The dilution profile (minimum and average temperature) – Q = 509.8 MLD at 35.0 deg C.

Summary
The near field mixing assessment shows that the TDS concentration and temperature plume will be
diluted to close to ambient condition within 20 m from the nozzle.
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6. Dispersion of TDS and thermal plume
Although it has been shown that the TDS and thermal plume could be diluted to close to ambient
condition within 50 m from the nozzle, in quiescent water, it is of interest to evaluate the worst
cases of non-mixing scenario at source, and the plume is advected and dispersed by the tidal
currents. The simulation is performed using DELFT-3D.

Scenario 2: TDS of 54.6 ppt at 35.0 deg C, Q = 509.8 MLD
Figure D-7 shows the TDS distribution corresponding to Scenario 2 over a typical tidal cycle
(at 2 hours interval). The ambient TDS is 29.5 ppt. It can be seen that the plume adheres to the
shore and the TDS envelope of (29.5 + 0.1 ppt) lies well within the Singapore waters.

Figure D-7. Distribution of TDS plume in West Johor Strait over 1 tidal cycle (12 hours),
at 2-hour interval – Scenario 2
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Scenario 4: TDS of 54.6 ppt at 29 deg C, Q = 509.8 MLD
Figure D-8 shows the TDS distribution corresponding to Scenario 4 over a typical tidal cycle
(at 2 hours interval). The ambient TDS is 29.5 ppt. It can be seen that the plume adheres to the
shore and the TDS envelope of (29.5 + 0.1 ppt) lies well within the Singapore waters.
It can be seen that the results are consistent with that of scenario 2 and that the effect of
temperature is insignificant in this case.

Figure D-8. Distribution of TDS plume in West Johor Strait over 1 tidal cycle (12 hours),
at 2-hour interval – Scenario 4.
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Thermal Plume – discharge of 509.8 MLD and temperature of 35.0 deg C

Figure D-9 shows the temperature distribution at the shore of the project area. The ambient
temperature is taken as 29 deg C. It can be seen that the thermal plume adhere to the shore,
dropping to within 0.1 deg C within a short distance from the shore and well within the international
boundary.

Figure D-9. Distribution of thermal plume in West Johor Strait over 1 tidal cycle (12 hours), at 2hours interval. The discharge rate is 509.8 MLD.
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Summary
The findings of the far-field simulation are consistent with the findings of the near-field mixing. The
plumes diffuse and disperse, and become marginally higher than the ambient seawater within a short
distance from the shore and pose negligible effect at the international boundary.
7. Conclusions
The near field and far field simulation studies have been perform to assess the dispersion of the TDS
and warmer water in the coastal waters of the project location. The condition of advection of TDS
and warmer water (far field) considered here is conservative and is intended to evaluate the
transport of the TDS and warmer water in the far field, and the source is not diluted by mixing. This
condition is not going to take place in reality.
The following conclusions could be drawn:


The intensity of mixing with the discharge port/nozzle (175 mm diameter) issuing the jets at 10
m/s produced rapid mixing and dilution of the TDS and temperature.



Within ~ 20 m of the nozzle, the concentration and temperature and TDS of the plume has been
diluted / reduced to close to ambient conditions.



The TDS and thermal plume, at full discharge (508 MLD, 54.6 ppt of TDS, and warmer
temperature of 35.0 deg C) do not appear to cause significant changes to the TDS concentration
and temperature at the international boundary.



Neighbouring intake, if any will not be affected as long as the structure is located more than ~ 20
m away from the outfall diffuser.
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APPENDIX E - AIR DISPERSION STUDY
1. INTRODUCTION
The proposed development of 70 MGD 2nd Tuas Desalination Plant consists of a desalination plant
and a power plant; the latter is design to run on natural gas and is expected to release gaseous
pollutants and particulate matters into the atmosphere.
This report presents the finding of the air dispersion study which aimed to obtain figures of pollutant:
the extent of the dispersion and the concentration at two layers, at the ground surface and at the
level stack exit. The studied air pollutants are CO, SO2, NOx, CO2 and Particulate Matter at 10µm
or less in size (PM10).
Study on the dispersion of these pollutants was done using the Breeze AERMOD which utilizes
AERMOD freeware, the regulatory air dispersion model of US-EPA (United States Environmental
Protection Agency).
2. RELEVANT REGULATIONS
The National Environmental Agency (NEA) of Singapore has set objective for the emission
concentration for industry premises in the Environmental Protection and Management (Air
Impurities) Regulation and, in the Code of Practice on Pollution Control. For power plant built after
2008, the NEA standard are shown Table E-1
Table E-1. Emission standard for power plants built after 2008
Pollutant

Particulate Matter (PM)

Sulphur Dioxide (SO2)

Mercury (Hg)

Fuel Type

Capacity

Coal

100 MW and above

10 mg/Nm3

<100 MW

50 mg/Nm3

100 MW and above

20 mg/Nm3

<100 MW

50 mg/Nm3

Fuel Oil

Emission Standards

Gas

All sizes

Coal

100 MW and above

400 mg/Nm3

<100 MW

700 mg/Nm3

100 MW and above

400 mg/Nm3

<100 MW

700 mg/Nm3

Fuel Oil

5 mg/Nm3

Gas

All sizes

5 mg/Nm3

All types

All sizes

0.0023 mg/Nm3

Source: Correspondence with the NEA official

The standard for ambient concentration in Singapore is adopted from the United States
Environmental Protection Agency standard. The standard, which known as the National Ambient Air
Quality Standard (NAAQS) of the US-EPA stipulates the permissible limit of concentration for the
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concern pollutant presented at Table E-2. Note that there is no applicable US-EPA standard for the
CO2 as greenhouse gas at the time when this study conducted.
Table E-2. National Ambient Air Quality Standard (NAAQS) of US-EPA
Air Quality Standard
Pollutant
Averaging Time
Maximum allowable limit
Annual

53 ppb (100 mg/m3)

1-hour

100 ppb (188 mg/m3)

8-hour

9 ppm (10 mg/m3)

1-hour

35 ppm (40 mg/m3)

Annual

0.03 ppm (80 μg/m3)

24-hour

0.14 ppm (370 μg/m3)

1-hour

75 ppb (196 μg/m3)

24-hour

150 µg/m3

Nitrogen Dioxide (NO2)

Carbon Monoxide (CO)

Sulfur Dioxide (SO2)

Particulate Matter (PM10)

Source: NAAQS of US-EPA, accessible at http://www.epa.gov/air/criteria.html

3. MODEL OVERVIEW
The Breeze AERMOD software is one of the state of the art applications for air dispersion model
which basically provides the convenient graphical user interface to the latest US-EPA regulatory
model known as the version 11103 of AERMOD which replaces the existing ISC regulatory model.
The AERMOD model is an advanced steady-state plume model that aims to simulate the air
dispersion in short-range scale, from sources up to a distance of 50 km. It assumes the concentration
distribution to be Gaussian in both the vertical and horizontal. It incorporates the boundary layer
theory and an understanding of turbulence and dispersion; considers the effect of complex terrain
and buildings at the vicinity of the source.
The modelling system consists of one main program (AERMOD) and two pre-processors: AERMET
and AERMAP. The AERMET pre-processor is developed to calculate boundary layer parameters
based on meteorological data. The result of AERMET is then passes to AERMOD. The
meteorological sub-routine named INTERFACE, internal to AERMOD, uses these parameters to
generate profiles of the needed meteorological variables. In addition to boundary layer parameters,
AERMET also passes all meteorological observations to AERMOD. The AERMAP pre-processor is
developed to generate terrain data and receptor data based on the Digital Elevation Model (DEM),
which enables the AERMOD to realistically estimate the dispersion by considering the effect of
surrounding terrain.
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Figure E-1. Data flow in AERMOD Modelling System. (adapted from Cimorelli et al, 20041)

4. MODEL SETUP
4.1. Source Properties
According to the plan, pollutants will be released through single stack with the design properties
shown at Table E-3.
Table E-3. Properties of stack
No.
Description

Value

1.

Stack height

50 m

2.

Stack diameter (internal)

7m

3.
4.

Stack temperature

90.0 °C for Natural Gas
139 °C for Fuel Oil

Exit velocity

16.8 m/s for Natural Gas
20.0 m/s for Fuel Oil

Source: power plant design data

Following the above design data, the source of pollutant was modelled as a single point located within
the designated area of power plant, at the coordinate of 346700,144050 at the UTM Zone 48N
projected coordinate system, as shown at Figure E-2 and Figure E-3.
In this study, several pollutants were considered; each pollutant will be released at different emission
rate

1

as

shown

on

Cimorelli, A.J, et. al. 2004. AERMOD: Description of Model Formulation
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Table E-4. Two scenarios of fuel usage are considered: natural gas and fuel oil.
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Table E-4. Considered pollutants of power plant running on natural gas and fuel oil
Emission Rate
Emission Rate
No.
Pollutant
(natural gas)
(fuel oil)
1.

NOx,Nitrogen Oxide

28.0 g/s

77.0 g/s

2.

CO,Carbon Monoxide

56.0 g/s

51.0 g/s

3.

SO2,Sulfur Dioxide

0.0 g/s

1.45 g/s

4.

CO2,Carbon Dioxide

38047 g/s

43670 g/s

5.

PM,Particulate Matter

2.8 g/s

5.4 g/s

Source: power plant design data
NOTE: Among the several sets of data provided, final input data for the air dispersion model were chosen based on
worst case scenario of fuel selection under an ambient climate condition of 32 deg C and 85% relative
humidity, which is an accurate description of tropical climate in Singapore.

4.2. Receptor Location
Concentration of pollutant under study is measured at receptors location having the three
dimensional coordinates: X, Y and Z, where Z denotes the height of the receptor above ground.
Receptors were arranged to ensure that the stack location will be at the centre of the receptor’s
grid, as describe below.


Cartesian receptors. Receptors of this type cover 5 km x 5 km area to address the aspect of
cross boundary dispersion at Johor Strait. Receptors were located at rectangular cartesian grid
consist of 50 rows and 50 columns, each cell has the size 100 m x 100 m. The coordinate of
lower left receptor is 344000, 141750 at UTM zone 48N projected coordinate system. Locations
of these regularly placed receptors are shown at Figure E-2.



Polar receptor. Receptors of this type cover areas within 100 meter radius from the stack to
study the near stack concentration of pollutant. Receptors were located at nine rings, each ring
has 36 equally spaced receptors. Ring distance, measure from the centre of stack is 2, 3, 3.5, 4, 5,
10, 25, 50 and 100 m. Location of receptors are shown at Figure E-3.
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Figure E-2 Location of Cartesian Receptors

Figure E-3. Location of Polar Receptors
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4.3. Meteorological Dataset and its pre-processing
Meteorological data were obtained from Changi Airport Meteorological Station. The data contain the
result of surface and upper air observation; each observation provides information required to
execute the model.
Table E-5. List of meteorological information for the model
Type

Included information

Acquisition time

Ground
Surface Data

Hourly data of wind speed, wind
direction, ceiling height,
temperature and cloud cover at
ground level

1 June 2010 –
31 May 2011

Upper air
observation
data

Pressure, temperature, dew
point, wind speed and wind
direction at layers above ground

1 June 2010 –
24 May 2011

Station
Changi Meteorological
station
WMO ID: 48698
Longitude: 103.89 deg
Latitude: 1.34 deg
Altitude: 14 m amsl

At the preparatory stage, the received meteorological dataset was formatted and rearranged in
tabular format that allow for exporting into specific data format accepted by the AERMET, the preprocessor of meteorological data. The results of AERMET were then passed to AERMOD model,
along with other mandatory data.
4.4. Model Scenarios
Several scenarios were developed to show the trends of dispersion during certain period of time
where the prevailing wind direction are vary. To represent the Northeast Monsoon period
(December – March) when northeast wind prevails, the month of December was selected. The
prevailing southwest wind which occurs during Southwest Monsoon season (June – September) was
represented in the model by the month of July. To study the dispersion toward the nearest
international border with Malaysia located approximately at 1 km west of the site, the month of May
was selected; during which the northwest wind prevails. A model running on 1 year meteorological
data was developed to capture the maximum concentration at each receptor throughout a year
period.
The study focuses on the dispersion of pollutant at the mandatory ground level. The ground
concentration, in the context of the study, is defined as the concentration at the altitude level of the
base of stack, approximately at 3 m above sea level.
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Table E- 6. List of considered scenarios for air dispersion model
Investigated
Dates of
Period
Remarks
Concentration
Meteorological Data
Ground Level
May
1 May 2011 –
A fraction of prevailing wind direction
Concentration
24 May 2011
is toward the International border
(GLC).
(see Figure E-4)
Concentration at the July
1 July 2010 –
Representative of Southwest
level of stack base.
30 July 2010
Monsoon. Direction of prevailing
Assumed altitude is
wind is from southwest toward
3 m above sea level
northeast as shown at Figure E-5.
December
1 December 2010 –
Representative of Northeast
31 December 2010
Monsoon. Prevailing wind direction is
South/South East, as shown at Figure
E-6.
Annual
1 June 2010 –
Maximum concentration found at
24 May 2011
each of ground receptor points using
a year data

Figure E-4. Wind rose plot during May 2011
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Figure E-5. Wind rose diagram during July 2010

Figure E-6. Wind rose diagram at December
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4.5. Assumption
4.5.1. Assumption of flat terrain
The topography of Singapore is relatively uniform and of the coastal lowland type characterized by
gentle or near flat slope. The highest point in the island is approximately 160 m at Bukit Timah. Tuas,
the area where the plant will be built is located on almost entirely flat area at the western end of the
mainland of Singapore, a portion the land is the result of reclamation process to provide land for
industrial activities. The location of international border which is of interest to this study is situated
at the sea surface. Based on the above figures, the terrain is assumed as flat to simplify the input to
the model.
4.5.2. Exclusion of building downwash effect
The presence of high building introduces the effect of concentration of pollutant, due to its ability to
deflect the streamline of wind blowing into it, forming the near wake and far wake effect at
downwind of the building. According to the result of wind tunnel experiment by Snyder and Lawson1,
regions experienced significant impact of existing building are those at ground surface up to 2 times
of the building height (see Figure E-7

Figure E-7. Effect of building on the streamline of wind. Ascend slopes were observed above the
building, cavities at the roof and at the lee of building. Downslope streamlines were observed at
downwind of the building. H is the height of the building. (Adopted from Snyder and Lawson, 1994)
The observed maximum height of building around the proposed area is less than 20 meters; height of
the nearest facilities, SingSpring desalination plant at north and Tuas incineration plant at south of the
site, is approximately 15 m. As the stack height is designed to be more than two times higher than
height of surrounding building, the effect of building to the dispersion of pollutant is deemed to be
insignificant. Therefore, the option to consider the building downwash effect was disabled on the
model.

1

Snyder, W.H.; Lawson, Jr., R.E. In Eight Joint Conference on Application of Air Pollution Meteorology with A & WMA;
American Meteorological Society: Boston, MA, 1994; pp 244-250.
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5. RESULTS
5.1. Dispersion of Pollutant at Ground (Stack Base Level)
The result of the dispersion model suggests that the additional ground concentration of pollutants
introduced by the proposed power plant is in small quantity. When the maximum predicted GLC
(see Table E-7) is normalized by the allowable limit of US-EPA standard, the highest increase is
approximately 2.58 %, predicted to be the PM10 concentration (see Table E-8).
The observed spatial distributions of the predicted ground concentration suggest for similar trend
regardless of pollutant type. During the southwest monsoon, the concentration is higher at the
north; peak concentration is predicted at the distance of between 500 m to 1 km. During the
northeast monsoon, peak concentration is predicted at the distance of between 500 m to 1 km south
of the stack. During the transitional month of May, higher concentration is estimated at Johor Strait,
approximately between 500 m to 1 km west of the stack. The concentration is gradually decline
before reaching the international border which is located at approximately 1100 meter west of the
stack as shown at Figure E-8 to Figure E-20.
Table E-7. Maximum predicted GLC introduced by the proposed plant

Pollutant

NO2

Averaging
Time

1-hour

1-hour
CO
8 -hour

1-hour
SO2
24-hour

PM10

24-hour

CO2

24-hour

Maximum predicted GLC under each scenario
(μg/m3)
May

July

December

Annual

44.0545

44.1032

44.4297

44.6974

103.1

102.4

104.17

104.33

82.8006

89.1546

88.8594

89.3948

68.2867

67.8237

68.996

69.1019

56.5323

60.4436

55.2034

75.5076

41.5111

41.4404

41.7587

55.1016

0

0

0

0

1.94149

1.92832

1.96165

1.96466

0

0

0

0

0.44342

0.39698

0.59658

1.03955

1.16704

1.04812

1.37576

2.59745

1.65134

1.47841

2.22174

3.87141

15,858

14,242

18,694

35,295

13354.5

11956

17967.3

31308.2

NAAQS
(μg/m3)

188

40,000

10,000

196

370

150

N/A

Note: Values underlined and italized are result of scenario where power plant is running on fuel oil
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Table E-8. Normalized GLC by the Allowable Limit of NAAQS

Pollutant

NO2

Averaging
Time

1-hour

1-hour
CO
8 -hour

1-hour
SO2
24-hour

PM10

24-hour

Percentage of additional concentration under each
scenario (%)
May

July

December

Annual

23.43%

23.46%

23.63%

23.78%

54.84%

54.47%

55.41%

55.49%

0.21%

0.22%

0.22%

0.22%

0.17%

0.17%

0.17%

0.17%

0.57%

0.60%

0.55%

0.76%

0.42%

0.41%

0.42%

0.55%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

0.99%

0.98%

1.00%

1.00%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

0.12%

0.11%

0.16%

0.28%

0.78%

0.70%

0.92%

1.73%

1.10%

0.99%

1.48%

2.58%

NAAQS
(μg/m3)

188

40,000

10,000

196

370

150

* Note: Normalization is not applicable to CO2 as regulation stipulating the allowable limit is yet to
be developed.
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Figure E-8. Estimated additional ground concentration of NOx - Natural Gas
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Figure E-9. Estimated additional ground concentration of NOx – Fuel Oil
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Figure E-10. Estimated additional ground concentration of CO – hourly averaged (Natural Gas)
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Figure E-11. Estimated additional ground concentration of CO – hourly averaged (Fuel Oil)
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Figure E-12. Estimated additional ground concentration CO – 8 hour averaged concentration
(Natural Gas)
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Figure E-13. Estimated additional ground concentration CO – 8 hour averaged concentration (Fuel
Oil)
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Figure E-14. Estimated additional ground concentration SO2 – hourly averaged (Natural Gas)
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Figure E-15. Estimated additional ground concentration SO2 – hourly averaged (Fuel Oil)
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Figure E-16. Estimated additional ground concentration of SO2 – daily averaged (Natural Gas)
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Figure E-17. Estimated additional ground concentration of SO2 – daily averaged (Fuel Oil)
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Figure E-18. Estimated additional ground concentration of PM10 – daily averaged (Natural Gas)
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Figure E-19. Estimated additional ground concentration of PM10 – daily averaged (Fuel Oil)
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Figure E-20. Estimated additional ground concentration of CO2 – daily averaged (Natural Gas)
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Figure E-21. Estimated additional ground concentration of CO2 – daily averaged (Fuel Oil)
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5.2. Dispersion of pollutant toward the International Border of Singapore-Malaysia
To investigate the trend of dispersion toward the nearest International border with Malaysia, the
profile of concentration for each pollutant were developed. The profile graph is composed from
predicted concentration at 50 meter interval from stack up to 1500 m away along the profile line
which crosses the borderline located at approximately 1150 meter from the stack (see Figure E-22).

Figure E-22. Profile line and points of predicted concentration along the line.

5.2.1. Summary of Additional concentration at the nearest border
The ground level concentration at the border is estimated to increase by 32.22% and 13.77% of the
allowable limit for any pollutant concerned for power plant using fuel oil and natural gas respectively.
The greenhouse gas of CO2 is estimated to increase by maximum of 6.9 mg/m3. The estimated
maximum values of ground concentration are presented at Table E-9
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Table E-9. Predicted additional ground level concentration at border
Maximum predicted additionalGround
Level Concentration
Pollutant

NO2

Averaging
Time

1-hour

1-hour
CO
8 -hour

1-hour
SO2
24-hour

PM10

CO2

24-hour

24-hour

Concentration,
µg/m3

Normalized
concentration by
Allowable limit

25.89

13.77%

60.57

32.22%

51.79

0.13%

40.12

0.10%

24.17

0.24%

20.00

0.20%

0.00

0.00%

1.14

0.58%

0.00

0.00%

0.23

0.06%

0.49

0.32%

0.85

0.56%

6593.09

-

6843.56

-

NAAQS
µg/m3

188

40,000

10,000

196

370

150

N/A

Note: Values underlined and italized are result of scenario where power plant is running on fuel oil.
5.2.2. Profile of Additional Ground Level Concentration toward the borderline
Regardless of pollutant type, the profile of ground concentration toward the international border is
similar, the concentration increases rapidly from minimum near the stack up to approximately
between 400 m to 700 m, within which the peak concentration is achieved. Beyond this range of
distance, the additional concentration is estimated to decrease at a slower rate, as suggested by the
gently sloping profile following the peak. Profiles of each pollutant are shown at Figure E-24 to Figure
E-29.
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Figure E-23.Profile of Additional Ground Level Concentration of NOx toward International Border

Figure E-24. Profile of Hourly Averaged Additional Ground Level Concentration
of CO toward International Border
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Figure E-25. Profile of 8-Hour Averaged Additional Ground Level Concentration
of CO toward International Border

Figure E-26. Profile of Hourly Averaged Additional Ground Level Concentration
of SO2 toward International Border
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Figure E-27. Profile of Daily Averaged Additional Ground Level Concentration
of SO2 toward International Border

Figure E-28. Profile of Additional Ground Level Concentration
of PM10 toward International Border
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Figure E-29. Profile of Additional Ground Level Concentration
of CO2 toward International Border
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6. CONCLUSION
6.1. Exceedance is unlikely to occur at ground level
The highest additional ground level concentration generated by the proposed power plant is in
quantities about 55.49 % and 23.78% of the allowable limit for any pollutant concerned for power
plant using fuel oil and natural gas respectively.
The highest concentration is expected to be achieved within the distance of 900 m from the stack at
the farthest, beyond which the concentration will gently decreased. Based on the above estimation,
the exceedance of the stipulated NAAQS limit for each pollutant is deemed unlikely to occur at
ground level.

6.2. Negligible amount of cross-border concentration
Around the international borderline, the maximum additional concentration is about 32.22% and
13.77% of the allowable limit for any pollutant concerned for power plant using fuel oil and natural
gas respectively. The highest concentration is estimated to occur during the transitional season from
Northeast monsoon to Southeast monsoon, within which a fraction of wind will blow toward the
border located at approximately 1150 m west of the stack.

7. LIMITATION
Future development of nearby building was not considered in this study. Future buildings near to the
site with height of 25 m or higher, - approximately half of stack height -, will potentially introduce the
diversion of near surface wind and hence affect the distribution of ground level concentration. This
condition could lead to significant deviation of actual concentration from the estimated
concentration.
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